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ABSTRACT:
Extensive research has found that the duration of a pause is influenced by the length of an upcoming utterance,

suggesting that speakers plan the upcoming utterance during this time. Research has more recently begun to examine

articulation during pauses. A specific configuration of the vocal tract during acoustic pauses, termed pause posture

(PP), has been identified in Greek and American English. However, the cognitive function giving rise to PPs is not

well understood. The present study examines whether PPs are related to speech planning processes, such that they

contribute additional planning time for an upcoming utterance. In an articulatory magnetometer study, the

hypothesis is tested that an increase in upcoming utterance length leads to more frequent PP occurrence and that PPs

are longer in pauses that precede longer phrases. The results indicate that PPs are associated with planning time for

longer utterances but that they are associated with a relatively fixed scope of planning for upcoming speech. To

further examine the relationship between articulation and speech planning, an additional hypothesis examines

whether the first part of the pause predominantly serves to mark prosodic boundaries while the second part serves

speech planning purposes. This hypothesis is not supported by the results. VC 2022 Acoustical Society of America.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The goal of this study is to examine the relationship

between speech planning and articulation during pauses at

prosodic boundaries. A long line of research, starting in the

1960s (see overviews in Goldman-Eisler, 1968;

Butterworth, 1980), has established a relationship between

speech planning and pauses. For example, Goldman-Eisler

(1968), in a series of spontaneous speech studies, finds that

pausing behavior varies depending on the task, such that

descriptions of a cartoon contain shorter pauses than inter-

pretations of it, and that repetition (of the cartoon descrip-

tions and of the cartoon interpretation) leads to shorter

pauses than the first description or interpretation, showing

that cognitively complex tasks require more planning. Many

subsequent studies have elaborated on our understanding of

pauses as indicators of speech planning. Speakers are known

to pause longer before structurally complex utterances com-

pared to structurally simpler utterances (Grosjean et al.,
1979; Cooper and Paccia-Cooper, 1980; Ferreira, 1991;

Strangert, 1991; 1997; Krivokapić, 2007; 2012). Pauses are

also longer preceding longer compared to shorter utterances

(Sternberg et al., 1978; Ferreira, 1991; Zvonik and

Cummins, 2002; 2003; Watson and Gibson, 2004;

Krivokapić, 2007; 2012; Fuchs et al., 2013; Krivokapić

et al., 2020). The implication of these findings is that speak-

ers use the pause interval to plan the upcoming utterance,

and that the longer and/or more complex an utterance is, the

more time speakers need to plan it (Cooper and Paccia-

Cooper, 1980; Ferreira, 1991; Strangert, 1997; Watson and

Gibson, 2004; Krivokapić, 2007; Fuchs et al., 2013).

The term speech planning as used here encompasses a

wide range of processes taking place during pauses.

Sternberg et al. (1978) examine the execution of the motor

programs in a delayed speech task and suggest that the

motor program for an upcoming string of words is stored in

a buffer before being executed, and that the time it takes to

retrieve the program (manifest as a pause before speech

onset) increases with each stressed syllable stored in the

buffer. In a similarly practiced task, using memorized sen-

tences, Ferreira (1991) extends this line of investigation to

examine the effect of the planning of syntactic structure and

finds evidence that an increase in syntactic complexity leads

to an increase in pause time; she suggests that it is the pro-

cess of phonological encoding of the complex utterances

that leads to the increase in pause time. Many other studies

use read speech tasks (e.g., Cooper and Paccia-Cooper,

1980; Watson and Gibson, 2004; Fuchs et al., 2013) to reach

similar findings. Regardless of the task and specific type of

planning examined, pauses have been recognized as reflect-

ing cognitive activity related to speech planning.

It is generally assumed that speakers do not plan a com-

plete (multi-word) utterance before they start speaking.

Rather they plan in increments, and they continue planning
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as they speak, i.e., they speak and plan simultaneously

(Kempen and Hoenkamp, 1987; Levelt, 1989). The size of

the planning increments varies depending on a number of

factors such as speakers’ individual strategies and cognitive

resources, the complexity of the utterance, and the task

(Ferreira and Swets, 2002; Krivokapić, 2007; Swets et al.,
2007; Wagner et al., 2010; Konopka, 2012; Swets et al.,
2013; 2014; Bishop and Intlekofer, 2020; Swets et al.,
2021). Importantly, however, existing evidence shows that

at least some amount of planning takes place before the start

of an utterance, during the pause interval preceding it.

More recently, another line of research has started

examining articulation during acoustic pauses. A series of

studies of speakers’ movement of their articulators during

pauses has shown that this articulatory action can start quite

early, up to 3s before acoustic speech onset in Krause and

Kawamoto (2021) (see also Drake and Corley, 2015; Tilsen

et al., 2016; Krause and Kawamoto, 2019; 2020; Tilsen,

2020). This is suggestive of rich effects of cognitive pro-

cesses and planning. Articulation can also differ depending

on the cognitive processes taking place during articulation.

Ramanarayanan et al. (2009) find differences in articulation

during pauses in spontaneous speech for grammatical pauses

as compared to non-grammatical pauses. They argue that

some of the observed differences—namely differences in

variability in speed of movement—can be understood to

arise due to the fact that grammatical pauses (but not non-

grammatical ones) are cognitive units, i.e., they are linguisti-

cally controlled. Ramanarayanan et al. (2013) examine

pauses during read and spontaneous speech, pauses occur-

ring at the beginning and end of a data acquisition interval

(“absolute rest positions”), and pauses occurring directly

prior to speech onset. They identify a number of differences

and suggest that various pause types are structurally con-

trolled to a different degree, with pauses occurring during

speech in read speech showing most evidence of control,

while the absolute rest positions are least linguistically con-

trolled. This is related to the idea that planning pauses and

structure pauses might be entirely distinct from each other,

as has been discussed in Goldman-Eisler (1968) and

Ferreira (2007). Relatedly, Butterworth (1980) finds some

evidence that pauses at the end of clauses (which he refers

to as “juncture pauses”) in fluent parts of speech are less

sensitive to planning needs than pauses in periods of less flu-

ent speech.

The spatiotemporal trajectories of articulators during

pauses have also been examined, and specific trajectories

that occur at grammatical pauses (specifically, at prosodic

boundaries) have been identified (Katsika et al., 2014;

Krivokapić et al., 2020; see also Rasskazova et al., 2018 for

related findings). Following Katsika et al. (2014), we will

refer to these as pause postures. A pause posture (PP) can

be described as a movement that occurs between the final

pre-boundary phonological gesture and the anticipatory

movement for the upcoming post-boundary gesture, and cru-

cially, it is a movement that departs from a straight interpo-

lation between the pre-boundary gesture and post-boundary

anticipatory position (see Fig. 1). Katsika et al. (2014) iden-

tify stable relative timing patterns between the PP and the

vowel gesture and boundary tone. They further show spatial

stability for the pause postures. The presence of PPs, their

systematic timing patterns, and their spatial stability have

also been found for American English (Krivokapić et al.,
2020). Together, the findings for pause postures indicate

FIG. 1. (Color online) Labeling for the

sentence, “They surprised MIma. Matt

helped enormously with every aspect

of the two-day party.”, showing, for

the lip aperture, the labeling for the

phrase-final bilabial consonant, the

pause posture (PP), and the phrase-

initial bilabial consonant. Boxes indi-

cate consonant gesture onset (left end

of the box), gesture offset (right end of

the box), and the dashed line indicates

maximum constriction. The three verti-

cal lines show pause posture onset, tar-

get (maximum constriction) and offset.

1 ¼ PP duration; 2 ¼ boundary dura-

tion; LA: lip aperture trajectory and

velocity.
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that these are likely to be linguistically controlled move-

ments of the vocal tract.

While previous research has shown that different types

of pauses can have different articulatory properties, it

remains less clear what cognitive functions underlie these

articulations. Krivokapić et al. (2020) examine this question

for pause postures and suggest that they are related to

planning—specifically, that PPs serve to provide additional

planning time for an upcoming utterance, i.e., speakers plan

the upcoming utterance throughout a pause but deploy a

pause posture if they need additional time. However, the

study by Krivokapić et al. (2020) was not designed to exam-

ine planning. The present study builds on this work and col-

lects new data designed specifically to test the hypotheses

that: (1) longer upcoming utterances lead to more frequent

pause postures, and (2) longer upcoming utterances lead to

longer pause postures.

We further evaluate how planning proceeds throughout

the boundary interval, specifically if there are differences in

where during the boundary that planning takes place. It is

known that both the phrase preceding the pause and the

phrase following the pause have an effect on pause duration,

but it has been suggested that conceptually the effects differ.

The preceding phrase contributes to pause length as a way

of marking prosodic structure, and possibly it provides time

for preceding material to be deactivated (Watson and

Gibson, 2004; Ferreira, 2007; Krivokapić, 2007). As dis-

cussed earlier, the phrase after the boundary is assumed to

contribute to pause length because speakers need time to

plan the material that will appear in this upcoming phrase.

Thus, pauses have multiple cognitive processes as their

source, and it is conceivable that the different processes

might be active at different points in time and/or with differ-

ent time courses. While planning may be taking place

throughout the boundary interval, we are interested in this

study if there is a predominance in the first (earlier) or in the

second (later) part of the boundary-related interval.

We start with the strongest version of this hypothesis,

that no planning takes place in the first part of the boundary

interval (i.e., that it serves for marking prosodic structure

only), and instead planning takes place in the second part of

the boundary related interval. Some evidence for this

hypothesis comes from Ferreira (1991) who finds that an

increase in structural complexity of an upcoming phrase has

an effect on pause duration but does not have an effect on

the duration of the last word of the pre-pausal phrase. (NB:

She interprets this finding in combination with other results

as evidence that structural pauses are different from plan-

ning pauses). We test this hypothesis by examining the

release of the phrase-final constriction gesture (the gesture

immediately leading into the pause) as an indicator of the

planning activity in the first part of the boundary interval

and the constriction forming duration of the first phrase-

initial consonant (the gesture immediately ending the pause)

as an index of the planning activity in the second portion of

the boundary interval. If planning indeed takes place in the

latter part of this interval and not in the first, we expect to

see upcoming utterance length to have no effect on the dura-

tion of the release gesture of the phrase-final consonant but

to result in a longer phrase-initial constriction forming ges-

ture for longer upcoming utterances.

A question that arises in relation to pauses regards their

cognitive status (see also Krivokapić et al., 2020; Byrd and

Krivokapić, 2021). Specifically, if PPs indeed add additional

planning time, do speakers explicitly insert a new gesture to

allow for this planning time or does the pause posture

emerge as a result of articulators returning to their default

position once articulation is complete? Our study does not

explicitly test this question, but we evaluate the issue in the

discussion.

II. METHOD

To examine these three hypotheses, an electromagnetic

articulometry experiment was conducted.

A. Stimuli and participants

Eight speakers (four male and four female) participated

in the experiment. They were all native speakers of

American English with no known speech or hearing disor-

ders. The participants were students at the University of

Michigan.

Four sets of sentences were designed, each containing

three utterances, and containing the names MIma or miMA,

for a total of 24 sentences (four sets x three utterances x two

names). The target pause in each utterance was between two

phrases. In each set, the pre-boundary phrase was identical

(and was five or six syllables) while the post-boundary

phrase varied in length (short: four syllables; medium: 10

syllables, and long: 17 syllables). This allowed testing for

an effect of the length of an upcoming phrase on PP occur-

rence and duration. The pre-boundary phrase ended in one

of the three words (miMA, MIma, or Ema; capitalization

showing stress), and the post-boundary phrase always

started with a bilabial (the immediate post-boundary word

was Bob, Mike, MIma, miMA, or Matt). The specific target

words and their position as phrase-final or phrase-initial

were introduced for the purposes of another study, but cru-

cially, the consonants preceding and following the pause

were always bilabial, allowing us to track lip aperture in a

controlled manner. The stimuli are shown in Table I.

The stimuli were pseudorandomized in blocks of 24

sentences. Eight repetitions were recorded for each of the

speakers, for a total of 192 utterances per speaker.

Participants were asked to read the sentences as if reading a

story to someone. The instructions also contained informa-

tion on how to produce the new names introduced in the

stimuli (MIma and miMA, which were pronounced as

[’mim@] and [mI’mA]). For purposes of another experiment,

some of the included sentences had further contextual

instructions as to how to speak the sentences (e.g., as if the

speaker was uncertain, or as if they were making a sugges-

tion). The participants familiarized themselves with the

stimuli by reading the sentences aloud one or two times
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before the recording. During the recordings, the experi-

menter monitored the productions and asked the participant

to read a sentence again in case of suspected error.

B. Data collection

Articulatory kinematic data were recorded using elec-

tromagnetic articulometry (EMA) (Carstens Articulograph

AG 501), at a sampling rate of 400 Hz. Sensors were placed

midsagitally on the tongue tip, body, and dorsum, on the

upper and lower lips, on the jaw, and on right and left eye-

brows. Three reference sensors (right and left mastoid and

upper incisors) were used to correct for head movement.

Acoustic data were acquired simultaneously using a

Sennheiser shotgun microphone at a sampling rate of 16

kHz. In post-processing, articulatory data were corrected for

head movement, rotated to the occlusal plane, and smoothed

with a 3rd-order Butterworth low pass filter with a cut-off

frequency of 20 Hz. Velocity signals were calculated as the

central difference of the filtered position data, approximat-

ing the first derivative.

C. Data analysis

A research assistant naive to the purposes of the experi-

ment listened to all the productions to ascertain the target

words were produced with the correct stress and that the sen-

tences did not have disfluencies. Tokens where this was not

the case were excluded. All utterances that were produced

correctly were kept in the analysis, even if it exceeded the

targeted eight repetitions (Participants were occasionally

asked to repeat an utterance, in case of suspected error. If the

original repetition was later found to be produced without an

error, both the first and the second repetition were kept in the

analysis). Utterances that had more than one pause posture

during the pauses (in each case, it was two pause postures)

were also excluded (see below in this section on how pause

postures were labeled). Due to experimental error, F1 had

186 instead of 192 utterances collected. The total number of

utterances included in the analysis is 1446. Table II shows

the data collected and excluded for each participant.

The lip aperture gestures for the bilabial consonants sur-

rounding the pause were semi-automatically labeled using

mview (custom software written by Mark Tiede at Haskins

Laboratories, New Haven, CT) using velocity criteria.

Specifically, for the consonant gestures, we label gesture

onset (20% of onset peak velocity), peak velocity of the con-

striction forming movement, maximum constriction (veloc-

ity minimum), peak velocity of the constriction release

movement, and gesture offset (20% of offset peak velocity).

Utterances in which the constriction gestures could not be

identified reliably were excluded from further analysis (see

Table I). Pause postures (PP) were identified on lip aperture

(LA) as well, using mview.

Pause postures are considered to be movements during

the acoustic pause that deviate from a linear interpolation

between the pre-boundary and post-boundary consonant

constrictions (Fig. 1) (Katsika et al., 2014; Krivokapić et al.,
2020). For the PPs, the following points along the LA trajec-

tory were identified: the onset of the PP was defined as the

velocity zero-crossing preceding a change in direction of

movement towards the pause posture, the PP offset was

defined as the velocity zero-crossing before a change of

movement direction or plateau, and the target of the PP was

defined as the maximum constriction of the lips (i.e., mini-

mum LA). Many PPs were straightforwardly identifiable, as

the movement clearly deviated from the straight interpola-

tion line; that said, we took as a threshold for PP identifica-

tion if the LA for target of the PP was at least 1 mm smaller

(lips more closed) than the PP onset and PP offset. The mea-

sure of 1 mm follows from Krivokapić et al., 2020, where a

human annotator estimated, based on visual inspection of

TABLE I. Stimuli sets, shown with the target word “MIma”. The same

utterances were also recorded with “miMA”. The instructions on how to

produce the sentences and the context sentences are given in italics.

Condition Stimuli

Number of

syllables

before/after

the boundary

Set 1

(uncertain)

short 1. I think it was MIma. # Bob told me so. 6/4

medium (uncertain) 6/10

2. I think it was MIma. # Bob told me about her

marriage last week.

long (uncertain) 6/17

3. I think it was MIma. # Bob just talked to me

about her upcoming marriage and honeymoon.

Set 2

Context: There is no one who knows this!

short I can’t ask anyone! 5/4

(contradicting/suggesting)

4. You could ask MIma. # Mike always does.

Context: There is no one who knows this!

medium I can’t ask anyone! 5/10

(contradicting/suggesting)

5. You could ask MIma. # Mike always asks her

for help with physics.

Context: There is no one who knows this! 5/17

long I can’t ask anyone!

(contradicting/suggesting)

6. You could ask MIma. # Mike regularly asks

her for help with his mom’s obnoxious parrot.

Set 3

short 7. They surprised MIma. # Matt helped a lot. 5/4

8. They surprised MIma. # Matt helped them a

lot with the arrangements.

medium 5/10

long 9. They surprised MIma. # Matt helped enor-

mously with every aspect of the two-day party.

5/17

Set 4

short 10. Do you know Emma? # MIma knows her. 5/4

medium 11. Do you know Emma? # MIma ran into her

at the market.

5/10

long 12. Do you know Emma? # MIma ran into her

while shopping with her husband the other day.

5/17
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the data, that 1 mm deviation from a straight line could be a

meaningful movement in the sense that it seemed to exclude

random jitter. This measure was further evaluated in a

machine learning model (Krivokapić et al., 2020), which

indicated that although pause postures show complexity of

curvature, a machine learning model trained on curvature

alone and a human annotator using this 1 mm criterion

reached a Cohen’s Kappa agreement of 0.89, affirming this

as a useful heuristic. From the labeled landmarks, we calcu-

late PP duration (onset to offset of PP) and boundary dura-

tion (from maximum constriction of the LA of the pre-

boundary consonant to maximum constriction of the LA of

the post-boundary consonant) (Fig. 1). To test the third

hypothesis regarding early and late phases of the inter-

phrase interval, we calculated (1) the duration of the release

of the phrase-final constriction gesture (as an indicator of

the first part of the boundary), from gesture target to gesture

offset of the phrase-final consonant, and (2) the constriction

formation duration of the phrase-initial consonant (as the

indicator of the second part of the boundary) from gesture

onset to gesture target.

D. Statistical analysis and results

Pause postures occurred in 393 out of 1446 utterances

(27.18%). Table III shows the number and percentages of

pause postures for each speaker. As has been found in

Krivokapić et al. (2020), speakers vary substantially in the

number of PPs.

In considering the effects of utterance length on pause

postures, we examined the three conditions in our stimuli—

short: four syllables occurring after the pause; medium: 10

syllables occurring after the pause, and long: 17 syllables

occurring after the pause. We test the hypotheses (1) that

upcoming utterance length has an effect on PP occurrence,

such that longer upcoming utterances lead to more frequent

PPs, and (2) that upcoming utterance length has an effect on

PP duration, such that longer utterances lead to longer PPs.

Significance for all tests was assessed at p < 0.05.

All data analysis was conducted using the R Statistics

Software (R Core Team, 2021, Vienna, Austria, https://

www.R-project.org). To test the first hypothesis, a general-

ized linear model (GLM) was fitted using “glm” in R, test-

ing the effect of upcoming utterance length (short, medium,

long). Results show that there is a significant effect of

upcoming phrase length on PP occurrence, such that longer

upcoming phrases lead to more PPs for all speakers pooled,

p < 0.0001 (Fig. 2) and for all speakers individually except

speaker F3 (Fig. 3). For the speakers pooled, post hoc Tukey

analyses show that for long and medium upcoming phrases,

PPs are more likely than they are for short upcoming phrases

(in both comparisons p < 0.0001). For individual speakers,

for F1, the effect is such that for long phrases, there is a

higher likelihood of PPs than for short and medium phrases;

for F2 and M2, there is a higher likelihood for PPs for

medium than for short phrases; for F4, M1 and M4, there is

a higher likelihood of PPs for long and for medium phrases

than for short phrases; and for M3, there is a higher

TABLE II. Data excluded due to disfluencies, prosodic errors, and unlabelability.

Participant

Total number of

utterances collected

Disfluent/prosodic

errors

Could not

be labeled

Pauses with

two PPs

Total number of utterances

in the analysis

F1 186 0 0 0 186

F2 208 33 4 0 171

F3 202 20 1 0 181

F4 217 26 0 0 191

M1 200 31 2 0 167

M2 212 23 3 0 186

M3 220 38 3 3 176

M4 210 20 0 2 188

TABLE III. Total number of pause postures and percentages.

Participant Total number of pause postures and percentage

F1 4 (2.15)

F2 47 (27.48)

F3 13 (7.18)

F4 50 (26.32)

M1 35 (20.96)

M2 81 (43.55)

M3 78 (44.32)

M4 85 (45.21) FIG. 2. (Color online) The effect of upcoming phrase length on pause pos-

ture occurrence, all speakers pooled.
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likelihood for PP occurrence for long than for short upcom-

ing phrases (see Table IV).

Given that PPs are part of the boundary interval, it

needs to be ascertained that the observed effect of upcoming

phrase length on PP occurrence is independent of boundary

duration, as upcoming phrase length is known to have an

effect on pause and boundary duration (e.g., Ferreira, 1991;

Krivokapić, 2007; Krivokapić et al., 2020; Sternberg et al.,
1978; Zvonik and Cummins, 2003; Watson and Gibson,

2004). To examine this, we first fitted a GLM, testing the

effect of boundary duration on PP occurrence. Boundary

duration was z-scored by speaker for pooled analysis. The

effect is significant (p< 0.0001), with longer boundaries

leading to more PPs. This is the case both for speakers

pooled (Fig. 4) and for individual speakers (Fig. 5). To

ensure that the observed effect of upcoming phrase length

on PP occurrence is independent of boundary duration,

model comparisons (using “anova”’ in R) compared models

that included z-scored boundary duration as well as upcom-

ing utterance length as predictors of PP occurrence to mod-

els that included only z-scored boundary duration. We see a

significant model improvement (in terms of minimizing

error) when adding upcoming utterance length to the model.

This result indicates that the effect of upcoming utterance

length on PP occurrence is different from and independent

of the effect of boundary duration. A model comparison

between this two-parameter model (both boundary duration

and upcoming phrase length) and a nested one-parameter

model (only boundary duration) found that the two-

parameter model has a better fit compared to the one-

parameter model (p< 0.0001). Thus, both boundary dura-

tion and upcoming utterance length are significant factors in

PP occurrence, and upcoming phrase length has an indepen-

dent significance effect on PP occurrence.

To test the second hypothesis that longer upcoming

utterances lead to longer pause postures, a correlation analy-

sis examined the relationship between upcoming utterance

length and PP duration (using the lm function in R). No sig-

nificant overall correlation was found (with neither raw nor

z-scored-by-speaker pause posture duration). Separate anal-

yses were run for speakers with more than 50 PP tokens (as

most speakers did not have enough PPs for such a model to

converge; three speakers had more than 50PPs); again, no

significant correlations were found. Thus, hypothesis two

associating upcoming utterance length with longer PP dura-

tion failed to be confirmed.

FIG. 3. (Color online) The effect of upcoming phrase length on pause posture occurrence, individual speakers.

TABLE IV. Results of post hoc analyses of PP occurrence by speaker (only significant effects shown).

F1 F2 F3 F4 M1 M2 M3 M4

long > short

(p¼ 0.037)

medium > short

(p¼ 0.043)

No significant

effect

long > short

(p < 0.001)

long > short

(p¼ 0.002)

medium > short

(p < 0.048)

long > short

(p < 0.001)

long > short

(p < 0.001)

long > medium

(p¼ 0.04)

medium > short

(p < 0.001)

medium > short

(p < 0.001)

medium > short

(p < 0.001)
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To get a further qualitative sense of the relationship

between PP duration and boundaries, and PP duration and

upcoming phrase length, Fig. 6 shows the distribution of

pause posture length, and Fig. 7 shows the percentage of the

duration of the boundary that is occupied by the PP. What

we see from these figures is that PPs are not all of equal

duration, nor do they occupy the same proportion of the

boundary interval in each utterance. We will return to this in

the discussion. To investigate the relationship of upcoming

utterance length and planning in more depth, we conducted

further correlation tests examining the effect of upcoming

utterance length on boundary duration for boundaries with-

out PPs and for boundaries with PPs, and on boundary dura-

tion for boundary intervals overall (i.e., boundaries with and

without PPs combined). Boundary durations were z-scored

by speaker, based on all data (PP and non-PP combined).

Based on previous studies that found an effect of

upcoming utterance length on pause duration, we expected

to find a significant correlation between overall boundary

duration and upcoming utterance length, and, based on

Krivokapić et al. (2020), we expected to see an effect of

upcoming utterance length and boundaries with PPs and

boundaries without PPs. There was a positive correlation

between upcoming utterance length and boundary duration

for boundaries overall (Fig. 8), such that longer upcoming

phrases are associated with longer boundaries than short

upcoming phrases (with each additional syllable of length

predicted to add 4 ms to the boundary’s length in a non–

z-scored version of the model, both p < 0.005). No other

correlations were significant. To probe the absence of effect

(given that the effect of upcoming phrase length on pause

duration is very well established), separate by-speaker

FIG. 5. (Color online) The effect of boundary duration on the occurrence of pause posture, individual speakers.

FIG. 6. (Color online) The effect of upcoming utterance length on pause

posture duration.

FIG. 4. (Color online) The effect of z-scored boundary duration on the

occurrence of pause posture, all speakers pooled.
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analyses were run for data with and without pause postures.

For boundaries with PPs, the analyses were run for the three

speakers with more than 50 PP tokens (as most speakers did

not have enough PPs for such a model to converge), and no

effect was found even for these speakers. In boundaries with-

out pause postures, F3, F4, and M1 all showed significant

effects (p < 0.05) consistent with the overall finding, with

greater syllable-count length of upcoming phrase predicting

longer boundaries (see Fig. 9). That said, the separate pooled

analyses for boundaries with PPs and boundaries without PPs

did not reach significance, likely due to the smaller amounts

of data involved and the lack of uniformity across speakers.

The third hypothesis tested whether planning occurs in

the second part of the boundary and not in the first. If so, we

expect there to be no effect of upcoming utterance length on

the duration of the release gesture of the phrase-final conso-

nant, and we expect that longer upcoming utterances will

lead to longer phrase-initial constriction forming gestures.

Linear models tested the effect of upcoming utterance length

on by-speaker z-scored constriction release and constriction

formation for individual speakers. For all speakers pooled,

there was a main effect such that the shortest upcoming

phrase leads to longer z-scored constriction forming dura-

tion (p¼ 0.024). In by-speaker tests using non–z-scored

FIG. 8. (Color online) The effect of upcoming phrase length on z-scored

boundary duration.

FIG. 7. The percentage of the duration of the boundary that is occupied by

the PP.

FIG. 9. (Color online) The effect of upcoming phrase length on boundary duration for sentences without PPs.
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data (Fig. 10), three speakers showed an effect of constric-

tion formation, with speaker F1 showing that medium

upcoming lengths lead to longer duration (p ¼ 0.0322), and

speakers F2 (p ¼ 0.007), and M4 (p ¼ 0.001) mirroring the

main effect of shortest upcoming lengths leading to longer

constriction formation duration. The findings for all speak-

ers pooled and for F2 and M4 was in the direction opposite

of what our hypothesis stated, while the result for F1 could

be interpreted either way.

A second series of linear models were conducted to

examine the effect of upcoming utterance length on con-

striction release. The prediction is that there will be no

effect of upcoming utterance length on constriction release.

There was no effect of upcoming utterance length on con-

striction release duration when all speakers were pooled

(release durations were z-scored by speaker for the pooled

analysis). When releases were examined individually by

speaker, only speaker M3 shows an effect, again with short

upcoming phrases predicting longer constriction releases (p
¼ 0.023). Thus, hypothesis 3 is not supported.

III. DISCUSSION

The study examined three hypotheses aimed at illumi-

nating the relationship between articulation and speech plan-

ning. The first two, the primary focus of the study, build on

work by Krivokapić et al. (2020) and examined if and how

pause postures are related to the planning of an upcoming

utterance, specifically whether PPs provide additional plan-

ning time for speakers to plan an upcoming utterance. Pause

postures occurred in 27.18% of the utterances, a slightly

lower percentage than has been found in Krivokapić et al.
(2020), where 31% of the utterances had PPs. As in that

study, we see large individual differences in the number of

PPs, ranging from 2% for speaker F1 to 45% for speaker

M4. Given well-known differences in how individual speak-

ers plan upcoming utterances, this variability is not surpris-

ing if PPs are related to planning. Hypothesis 1 examined

whether longer upcoming utterances lead to more frequent

PP occurrence, and hypothesis 2 tested whether PPs are lon-

ger when upcoming utterances are longer. Our findings sup-

port hypothesis 1, but evidence is not found supporting

hypothesis 2. The third hypothesis examined speech plan-

ning in early and later portions of the pausal interval, specif-

ically testing the hypothesis that planning predominantly

takes place during the latter part of a pause. We do not find

evidence supporting this hypothesis.

The study’s findings are consistent with the view that

planning takes place throughout the prosodic boundary, as

argued in Krivokapić et al. (2020). Further evidence for this

comes from the present study in that boundary duration

increases with an increase in upcoming utterance length and

does not specifically increase in specific parts of the bound-

ary related interval—e.g., the PP, phrase-final consonant

release, phrase-initial constriction formation—as indicated

by the results for hypothesis 2 and 3.

What, then, do pause postures specifically contribute to

speech planning? We propose that they provide additional

planning time for the upcoming utterance, as also argued for

in Krivokapić et al. (2020). The time they contribute varies

(Fig. 6), as does the proportion of the inter-phrase interval

FIG. 10. (Color online) The effect of upcoming phrase length on constriction formation duration.
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that this time occupies (Fig. 7). These findings, together

with the fact that PP duration does not vary with upcoming

utterance length (contra hypothesis 2), indicates that there is

a relatively fixed scope of planning for the upcoming utter-

ance. We do not suggest that there is a specific planning

increment or unit for all speakers, only that speakers plan a

relatively fixed amount of material before they start speak-

ing, whatever that amount is. Speakers can use a PP to

accommodate additional planning time that they might need

above and beyond that available from the inter-phrase

boundary interval (that would occur without a PP). We pos-

tulate that speakers aim to speak fluently and that to do so,

they need to plan only a chunk of speech ahead of time and

then can continue remaining planning as they are speaking

(see, e.g., Ferreira and Swets, 2002; Griffin, 2003).

Especially for read speech, that chunk can be quite small, as

a lot of information is already provided from the text for the

speaker (for example, lexical access demands are minimal).

The initial planning chunk can also be assumed to be rela-

tively stable in size since the conditions of the production

are stable across the experiment (for example, there is no

possibility of an interrupting co-speaker or of not knowing

what to say). Thus, speakers can presumably often smoothly

plan this chunk during the inter-phrase boundary interval,

but if not, they may use a PP to afford themselves additional

planning time.

It is worth noting that results of the current study

regarding PP duration differ somewhat from those in

Krivokapić et al., 2020, and it might be that this is due to

our particular setup; speakers were familiar with the rela-

tively “templatic” sentences they were reading and thus

could produce them relatively easily, without the need for

extensive planning. In contrast, Krivokapić et al. (2020) had

more widely varying utterances. Further, it is also known

that one of the factors influencing planning time is the first

word in an utterance. It was important in the present study’s

experimental method to keep that word constant across the

length conditions; that said, the fact that the first word varied

very little probably also led to a more fixed planning time.

In sum, the present experiment was optimized to control the

length and composition of the sentences, which likely pro-

moted a relatively stable planning increment, but future

work could introduce more variation into the upcoming

phrases to evaluate the role of predictability in modulating

these planning effects.

Finally, we turn to the cognitive status of these PPs (see

also Krivokapić et al., 2020; Byrd and Krivokapić, 2021).

Two possibilities are put on the table. First, pause postures

may be cognitive units akin to gestures that are added to the

speech specifically with the purpose of providing additional

planning time when a speaker needs it. Or alternatively,

pause postures may “merely” arise or emerge as the active

articulator returns to its default position, no longer under

active control for creating a speech constriction gesture. In

the framework of Articulatory Phonology, which adopts a

point attractor model for constriction tasks in the vocal tract,

a neutral attractor has been proposed specifically for this

purpose, which draws each articulator back to its equilib-

rium or rest position when it is not under the active control

of a constriction gesture. This way, articulators becoming

de-active constrictions at any particular point in time are

actively reciprocally attracted toward a default position in

the vocal tract, preventing them from remaining in the pos-

ture of the executed constriction (setting aside the question

of active constriction release gestures). It has been suggested

that default articulatory “settings” of the vocal tract, includ-

ing distinct cross-linguistic settings, might arise this way

(Saltzman and Munhall, 1989; see also Ramanarayanan

et al., 2013). Under this account, speakers producing a long

pause to allow extra planning time would be in a situation

where a neutral attractor would be at work and, thereby,

lead to the consequent emergence of a pause posture.

These two possibilities can potentially be distinguished.

A PP required for planning needs (possibility 1) would (all

else equal) make demands on all vocal tract articulators.

Such a pause posture would, by hypothesis, be identifiable

on all kinematic trajectories at the same time.1 Possibility

2—that PPs emerge due to a neutral attractor or default

setting—would be supported if evidence of PPs is found at

separate times for separate articulators depending on when

different constriction gestures are deactivated.

A further consideration related to possibility 2 is prof-

fered in the Katsika et al. (2014) account of pause postures;

this is based on the Byrd and Saltzman (2003) dynamic

account of local slowing at phrase edges—the p-(or pro-

sodic-)gesture model. The p-gesture models temporal prop-

erties of prosodic boundaries by instantiating a local

slowing of the timeflow of gestural activation functions.

These cognitive elements—prosodic gestures—are driven

by phrasal structure and do not have a specific articulator

associated with them; rather, they act upon articulatory ges-

tures that are co-active at the same time, leading, among

other things, to the well-known effect of final lengthening

and pausing. Particularly relevant for the present discussion

is that the strength of a p-gesture varies—and in turn, its

effect on concurrent articulatory actions varies—depending

on the strength of the prosodic juncture. This means that

stronger boundaries will yield greater local slowing and, if

sufficiently strong, longer pauses. Katsika et al. (2014),

based on stable relative timing patterns of PPs to gestures of

the preceding utterance, argue that PPs are triggered by par-

ticularly, i.e., sufficiently, strong p-gestures. This accounts

both for the fact that these postures occur during pauses

(since structural pauses only occur at strong boundaries) and

for their stable timing pattern. Support for this approach is

also seen in Krivokapić et al. (2020), where the same stable

relative timing patterns are identified. If this is further veri-

fied, the pause posture could be a specific gesture (that can

occur across vocal tract constriction subsystems) with a

specific planning function (�a la option 1), and it could be

implemented or realized as a robust neutral attractor for any

de-activating constriction’s articulator(s)—this action would

be in the same “vicarious” spirit as the p-gesture in that its

sole vocal tract action is an effect upon articulatory gestures
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(Byrd and Saltzman, 2003). Relatedly, Byrd and Saltzman

(2003) discuss the possibility of two p-gestures, one at the

end of a prosodic phrase and one at the beginning of the next

prosodic phrase. This would exist in the case when there is a

substantial amount of time between the two phrases, typically

a long pause. A neutral attractor of the sort we are theorizing

could be robustly active in just such a case. If this approach is

correct, possibilities 1 and 2 are not mutually exclusive and

would be difficult to distinguish (though perhaps the context

of a full stop in speech with no upcoming material would

allow a window into the distinction between planning versus

a “simple” return to a default setting).

IV. CONCLUSION

To summarize, our study finds evidence for the exis-

tence of articulatory pause postures (PPs) in American

English, supporting earlier like findings. The frequency of

PPs increases with an increase in upcoming phrase length

(indexed by syllable count), but PP duration is not affected

by upcoming phrase length. We interpret this to mean that

the emergence of PPs at boundaries is associated with a

need to increment additional planning time for longer utter-

ances. The lack of effect of upcoming phrase size on PP

duration may indicate a relatively fixed scope of planning

for upcoming speech in this study, regardless of its actual

length, with a relatively stable PP duration sufficing to allow

sufficient planning time for the utterances to be produced

fluently. Finally, planning for the upcoming utterance

appears to proceed in both the earlier and later portions of

the boundary-related inter-phrase interval. In sum, this study

adds novel articulatory grounding to the body of evidence

that pauses are related to cognitive speech planning.
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1Alternatively we cannot rule out the possibility that only the articulators

of the last active gesture of the preceding phrase or the first of the upcom-

ing phrase would participate in the PP; for example, as the need for addi-

tional planning time becomes evident, the PP is activated specifically to

currently active articulators, such that the Pause Posture is only specified

for the articulator of the immediate gesture. We consider such articulator-

specific PPs less likely and will not discuss them further but cannot rule-

out the possibility.
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